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Ohio's GreatestOhio's Greatest

MusicMusic

-Weddings-Weddings
 

A look into the di8erence
between 'good' and "Ohio's

Greatest."

About UsAbout Us
 

Ohio's Greatest Music was born from a pure passion for both people and

music. We provide top notch entertainment for all sorts of events. From

tailgates to birthday parties. Corporate events, weddings, and all that's

in between. Ohio's Greatest Music has you covered.

Our Mission
The Mission is simple: To operate

with the purpose of capturing the

hearts of each client we serve. We

strive to go above and beyond our

call to provide entertainment and

music. The belief that every moment

is an opportunity to create a

memory that will never be forgotten

is what keeps us striving after the

hearts of those we serve.
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Our ServicesOur Services
 

Our services represent our main offerings and can be tweaked to fit your

needs. Please select any services you're interested in, so we can

continue to discuss how to make it work for your personal desires.

The Lovebirds Package 

Our most popular package. Complete DJ/MC coverage. 
Immaculate sound. Elegant Lighting Options. Best overall value.

What's included:
Professional event planning all on a hassle-free app

Song Request integration with any music streaming service
A day of timeline to be shared with you and your vendors

Full Wedding Day Service
Up to 8 hours (Includes set up + tear down)
Sound for ceremony, cocktail, and reception
Includes microphone for officiant

Tier One Elegant Dance Floor Lighting
Custom Color Palettes
Uplighting Available at a discounted rate (10%)

$600 Deposit due to reserve date
Flexible payment options leading up to the wedding

Unlimited access to personal phone line
Consultations and expert advice
Month out planning consultation for your peace of mind

Back up equipment on site
20% off rehearsal services

Quantity: 1 $1,825
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Signed, Sealed, Delivered 

For those who are having a shorter, more low key type of evening. 

What's included:
 

Small scale event planning on the VIBO app
Song Request Integration with any streaming service
Personal Day of timeline

DJ/MC services for reception
Up to 6 hours (Includes set up + tear down)
Ceremony or second room sound can be added on

Backup equipment on site
$450 deposit due to reserve date

Flexible payment options leading up to the wedding
Unlimited access to personal phone line

Consultation and expert advice
Month out planning consultation for your peace of mind (See 
Below)

Quantity: 1 $1,350

Total: $1,425

Add Sound for Ceremony/Second Room 

Add on full sound for your ceremony or cocktail hour
 

What's Included
30 minutes additional on-site time for set up/tear down
Microphone for Officiant and anyone else who would need one
Music for Prelude, Processional, and Recessional

Quantity: 1 $75
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I Wanna Dance With Somebody 

To put it simply, The Lovebirds Package without the lighting. 
For those who still desire top notch service but don't prioritize lighting.

What's included:
Professional event planning all on a hassle-free app

Song Request integration with any music streaming service
A day of timeline to be shared with you and your vendors

Full Wedding Day Service
Up to 8 hours (Includes set up + tear down)
Sound for ceremony, cocktail, and reception
Includes microphone for officiant

Upgrade your package at any time
If you decide you have the budget to add some lighting we 
can upgrade your package with no fuss.

$500 Deposit due to reserve date
Flexible payment options leading up to the wedding

Unlimited access to personal phone line
Consultations and expert advice
Month out planning consultation for your peace of mind

Back up equipment on site
20% off rehearsal services

Quantity: 1 $1,600

Fly Me To The Moon 

For those who prioritize the atmosphere. Immaculate sound paired with 
 our top shelf lighting solutions.

 What's included:
Professional event planning all on a hassle-free app

Song Request integration with any music streaming service
A day of timeline to be shared with you and your vendors
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Full Wedding Day Service
Up to 10 hours (Includes set up + tear down)
Sound for ceremony, cocktail, and reception
Includes microphone for officiant

Tier Two Elegant Dance Floor Lighting
Custom Color Palettes
Up to 8 Wireless up lights
Moving spot and wash style lighting for dance floor.
Mirror ball available for add on (see below)
Additional uplighting available at a discounted rate (20%)

$800 Deposit due to reserve date
Flexible payment options leading up to the wedding

Unlimited access to personal phone line
Consultations and expert advice
Month out planning consultation for your peace of mind

Back up equipment on site
30% off rehearsal servicesUp to

Quantity: 1 $2,450

Total: $2,500

Add On a Mirror Ball! 

Transform your dance floor with a mirror ball effect. Enhance formal 
dances and create a vibrant atmosphere for your dance floor

Quantity: 1 $50

Add-Ons
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Uplighting- Small/Medium Rooms- Up To 8 Lights 

Wireless Uplighting with custom color palettes. Lights can be static (Single 
Color) or dynamic (Multiple Colors + Effect) Adds a touch of subtle 
sophistication to your day and a dynamic party atmosphere to your 
evening. 

Quantity: 1 $250

Total: $275

Additional Uplighting for larger spaces 

Need uplighting for multiple rooms? If our uplighting package won't 
give you the coverage you desire, you can add on as many as you'll 
need.

Quantity: 1 $25

Sound for Rehearsal 

We will provide sound for the rehearsal of the ceremony and run through the steps 
and the order of entry with you. We can also provide music to be enjoyed during 
dinner.

1 hour, $150/hour $150
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Meet Our DJ's

Tyler RobersonTyler Roberson
The heart behind Ohio's Greatest Music.

Performing in front of crowds since the age of
six, Tyler excels in presence on the microphone,
engaging with large groups, and mixing down
music that everyone will love. Tyler began his
musical journey writing songs and producing
albums. All of those previous steps brought

Ohio's Greatest Music to life.  With 8 years of
experience being an events DJ, Tyler has all the
tools to help make your day as special as you
dreamed it could be! Follow us on instagram

@ohiosgreatestmusic
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Kaleb Gauvey
Kaleb is the newest member of Ohio's Greatest
Music. He began his training in 2021 and was
thrown in the mix early in 2022. He has been
rocking weddings ever since. Kaleb's mixing

style is primarily beat matching and blending
hit songs together. He is an open-format DJ

(meaning he will mix any genre of music) Kaleb
is one of the best in the business when it comes
to communication and timeline details. He will

make absolutely certain we stay on time so your
primary concern can be having the time of your
life! Kaleb is quickly becoming a hot commodity

and is booking up fast for 2023 and beyond.

Mason Davis (Seasonal)
Mason has been producing music for well over
a decade. His journey as a DJ began four years

ago alongside Tyler. Mason has been
instrumental in the growth of Ohio's Greatest
Music and continues to go above and beyond
for each and every couple he serves. Mason's
vast variety of music taste is sure to Zt any

couples needs. He provides a conZdent voice as
an MC and takes the time and care to ensure
each couple is left with the exact experience

they wish to have on their wedding day. He will
gladly be there for you every step of the way!
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TestimoniesTestimonies
We are honored to serve

couples on what will surely wind
up being one of the best days
of their lives. We've never left a

wedding unsatisZed with our
work and our clients seem to

share the feeling.
 

Here's what they're saying about us....
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"We recently used Tyler at Ohio's Greatest Music for our wedding DJ on

2/29/20, and I can't recommend him enough! We discovered him through a

mutual friend and after our first meeting, we knew we wanted him for our

wedding. My husband and I are music buffs so we wanted a DJ who would be

open to a wide array of music and would be able to cater to the mood we

were trying to create. We wanted some parts to be elegant and romantic,

while we wanted other parts to be a fun, exciting, party-vibe. I

understood this was no easy task to ask from a DJ, but I can tell you,

Tyler far exceeded all of our expectations. We met with him several times

before the wedding to review details, timelines, playlists, and more -

and he was incredibly helpful and easy to work with from the very

beginning. He made everything seamless and stress-free throughout the

entire process. He did a great job with intros and announcements, and

made sure we kept to the timeline so I didn't have to worry about

anything all day. Not only did he make our venue look beautiful with his

uplighting (as seen in the pictures), but he made sure our dance floor

was full all night! He somehow managed to get every single age group up

and dancing, ranging from our flower girl/ring bearer to my grandparents.

Tyler is incredibly caring, talented and such a hard worker. I can ensure

he will make you feel special and will go the extra mile to make sure

your day goes exactly how you envisioned, all the way to the tiniest

detail. We can never thank Tyler and his team enough for making our day

perfect! I'm convinced he is the best wedding DJ around!"

 
-Madie Towery

"Tyler was so kind, accommodating and professional throughout the entire

almost year long planning of my son’s wedding. He organized the agenda

with the other vendors and the day of the wedding kept things on track

and fun. Our officiant was late and Tyler jumped in to find a solution.

He kept us all calm and the guests entertained. I can’t say enough about

him. THANK YOU Tyler!!!!!"

 
-Rebecca Engleka
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"I’m not sure if my words can do Tyler justice describing how INCREDIBLE

our wedding was. My fiancé and I booked Tyler as our wedding DJ and he

shattered the ceiling. Our ceremony and reception was perfect. He is also

without a doubt one of the most patient and kind people to work with. We

had so many compliments all night about the music and overall atmosphere

he created. If you want a DJ that will draw literally every guest to the

dance floor, he is absolutely your person. Tyler was able to relieve a

lot of nerves for me, his communication with other vendors, ourselves,

and the rest of our guests and family made our night flow flawlessly. We

played the shoe game, he came up with all the questions, and it was such

a fun addition. I can’t say enough good things about Tyler and Ohio’s

Greatest Music other than he truly is the greatest and I will always

remember my dream wedding thanks to him! I will always recommend Ohio’s

Greatest Music for any event. Thank you for an incredible day and helping

us celebrate!"

 
-Ali Jo Blackburn
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Next steps to get startedNext steps to get started
 

Upon submission I will put together a final proposal in the form of a

contract. The next step we should take will be a face to face

consultation over coffee or a cocktail. My treat! There we can discuss

your vision and how Ohio's Greatest Music can bring it to life!

Are there any services you have questions about or didn't see offered?

Please confirm the date of your wedding:

MM/DD/YY
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Thank You Thank You 
We'll be in touch soon


